NOT ALL OILS ARE CREATED EQUAL!

Using a no-name oil type can result in compressor failure and major A/C system damage!

As automotive technology has evolved, so has the sophistication of the HVAC system. It is now more critical than ever to use the recommended oil type for a vehicle’s compressor type and A/C system. As the Aftermarket leader in air conditioning products, Four Seasons® TEMP Select™ provide quality oil and chemicals you can rely on.

DID YOU KNOW?

PAG 46 is recommended for over 83% of vehicle systems on the road today. That is why, Four Seasons® TEMP Select™ has concentrated efforts to provide the highest quality PAG 46 in the industry.

**EXTREME PRESSURE TEST**

Independent lab test show TEMP Select™ PAG 46 withstood over 2500 PSI, before viscosity breakdown was evident. That’s TWICE the amount over competing PAG 46 Oils in the market!

Refer to manufacturer oil capacity for required oil amount. For more information on Compressor types, have your part number handy and visit www.4s.com/ecatalog
Four Seasons® TEMP Select™ offers quality oils for every application!

INTRODUCING
HFO-1234yf Refrigerant Lubricant P/N 59234

As the automotive industry moves towards a greener future, the US EPA approved R-1234yf refrigerant for use in new vehicles. This refrigerant is ozone friendly with a global warming potential (GWP) value of only 1 compared to the 1400 value from R134a.

Four Seasons® TEMP Select™ now offers a PAG Oil that is 100% compatible with HFO-1234yf refrigerant.